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What you will getWe will show you how to discover trade set-ups of stocks ready to make a move

and then ride the trend for as long as possible without being scared out of the trade prematurely.

They will work for day trading ad well as for swing trading, depending on your choice of time

frames.Our solid bread and butter method can be easily implemented on most modern trading

platforms and charting packages. There is no need for spread sheet manipulation, which would

make day trading nearly impossible. It works not only for day traders but also for swing traders.We

will take you through a whole week of trading one stock. Many illustrations will help you to

understand easily our strategy that you can apply it to your own trading.What you will not getWe will

not bore you with the basics you already know or can easily look up on the internet for free.We will

not invite or spam you to join expensive webinars or to buy costly newsletters, courses or

indicators.Should your device not display the charts and illustrations correctly, just shoot us an email

and we will provide you with a different access, of course without charge or spam.
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I bought this booklet expecting specific information on Heikin-Ashi charts. HA charting is relatively

uncommon and there isn't a lot of detailed information out there on how to trade via HA



candlesticks. Truth told, this small e-booklet is less about Heikin-Ashi charts and more about John

Carter's "Squeeze" indicator. If you're specifically looking for HA charting information, you'd

probably learn more by going to Investopedia or StockCharts and reading their free articles. Note

that these guys aren't affiliated with TTM (John Carter's site)--they just use his indicators in

thinkorswim as part of their HA trading techniques. Had I known the "Squeeze" was the focus of this

book, I probably would not have purchased it.

I can't say much about this book that hasn't already been covered in other reviews. The book is

short and concise, with no junk or fluff. It shows you how to set up the charts, and as someone

mentioned how to use the John Carter Squeeze indicator. I believe it also showed how to set up a

squeeze indicator if you don't have Carter's or are not on Think or Swim. The premise of the book is

to use the information to day trade stocks, however with a little imagination, this same strategy could

be very useful using ITM options, and even credit spreads.Recommended if you are interested in

this area and/or Heikin Ashi.

Step by step trading method described that the authors find profitable. They use Think or Swim

trading platform which facilitates their approach (although they describe how one can alternatively

set up screens otherwise.) Well illustrated, and explained. They go through a winning week in

August,2013 so this is really current. Clearly one must back test the method before applying to real

trades.Well worth the price, and really short.

Before I was using the regular candlesticks, I got stopped out all the time. Heikin Ashi candles

disregards market noise and concentrates on the smoother trend. In this book, the author does a

great job of explaining a unique technical analysis system by using Heikin Ashi candles. This book

worth many times the price. Thanks Tim!

The book presents one of many methodologies for playing the market (using Heikin Ashi and

TTM_Squeeze). It shows the use of Thinkorswim tool, with specific example of a week's worth of

trading, applying the postulated strategy.You may need to read the book several times and be

prepared with a marker to jot notes and highlight - easy task, given the succinct content.The only

improvement would be to spell out some of the supporting criteria better in the earlier chapters. For

example, the weekly trading scenario described by the author shows how $VOLSPD, $TICKS and

moving average trends must support market entry criteria. These rules are not clearly postulated in



earlier discussions. It also fails to clearly show what the strategy would be when entering a not so

well-defined squeeze. It may also be important to touch upon Volume-Price anomalies as an added

cautionary parameter (i.e., large price movements at low volume and vice versa).Recommended

reading worth the price!

I almost didn't buy this because I thought there were too many glowing reviews for such a short

book so I assumed they must be friends with the authors. Now here I am giving my own glowing

review. It's fairly short, yet it is great. I've back tested this and I am trying to find a losing trade but

can't so far - but I have a lot of experience and probably filter trades without thinking about it. I think

it does help if you have a lot of experience behind it, but I think a novice would do great with this

technique too. I think this is great. I use metatrader and there is a custom squeeze indicator out

there that is identical to TOS's, so I have if for free anyway. I just want to thank the authors for

sharing this.

This is an excellent book on how to trade Heiken Ashi, with several examples on how to apply the

technique. I like that it is written for the seasoned trader yet still a gem if you are just starting off in

this business. I also own their other book on weekly options trading trading which has already

brought my May 2014 weekly option trading to about $700 with still a week and a half to go and 2

open positions remaining. However, the best part of both of Tim Haddock's book is by far his

commitment to customer service and support. He promptly returned all my emails and provided

PDF's so that I could view the charts in his book on my desk top. Tim I want to thank you here

publicly for the after sale support, files and emails. Also the fact I am going to win 7 out of 7 weekly

trades of which I have already won on 5 of 7. Thank You Tim!

Using Heikin Ashi Charts as portrayed by Tim Haddock gives trading a new spin, especially using

the "squeeze". Excellent source and excellent writing. The author shows you how to use these

charts to augment whatever you are already doing. Buy it!!
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